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Abstract—Social tagging becomes increasingly important to organize and search large-scale community-contributed photos on
social websites. To facilitate generating high-quality social tags,
tag recommendation by automatically assigning relevant tags to
photos draws particular research interest. In this paper, we focus
on the personalized tag recommendation task and try to identify
user-preferred, geo-location-specific as well as semantically relevant tags for a photo by leveraging rich contexts of the freely available community-contributed photos. For users and geo-locations,
we assume they have different preferred tags assigned to a photo,
and propose a subspace learning method to individually uncover
the both types of preferences. The goal of our work is to learn a unified subspace shared by the visual and textual domains to make visual features and textual information of photos comparable. Considering the visual feature is a lower level representation on semantics than the textual information, we adopt a progressive learning
strategy by additionally introducing an intermediate subspace for
the visual domain, and expect it to have consistent local structure
with the textual space. Accordingly, the unified subspace is mapped
from the intermediate subspace and the textual space respectively.
We formulate the above learning problems into a united form, and
present an iterative optimization with its convergence proof. Given
an untagged photo with its geo-location to a user, the user-preferred and the geo-location-specific tags are found by the nearest
neighbor search in the corresponding unified spaces. Then we combine the obtained tags and the visual appearance of the photo to
discover the semantically and visually related photos, among which
the most frequent tags are used as the recommended tags. Experiments on a large-scale data set collected from Flickr verify the effectivity of the proposed solution.
Index Terms—Geo-location preference, personalized tag recommendation, subspace learning, tagging history, user preference.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

UE to the rapid popularization of GPS-enable camera devices and mobile phones, recent years have witnessed
an explosive growth of personal photos with rich context like
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Fig. 1. An illustration of preference of users and geo-locations. (a): Users have
their specific preferences towards tags for similar photos; (b): Two visually similar photos corresponding to different geo-locations are tagged with different
tags.

tags, geo-locations1 and visual attributes (colors and textures)
[1]. Furthermore, many photo-sharing websites, such as Flickr,
Corbis and Picasa, facilitate millions of users to upload and
share their personal multimedia data by their smart phones or
other internet access devices. As a consequence, the volume of
community-contributed photos increases drastically whether on
personal devices or on the social websites. It is challenging and
promising to exploit the overwhelming amount of context data
for multimedia applications, such as retrieval, annotation and
recommendation [2].
Among these applications, assigning proper tags to photos is
the crucial task. Obviously, fully manual tag assignment is very
time-consuming and impractical due to the massive photos and
the limited screen size of the mobile devices. To make it easier,
tag recommendation methods [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] are proposed
to suggest some relevant tags to a given photo and allow users
to select their preferred tags, which cannot only ease the burden
for users to upload and share their photos on social website, but
facilitate users to tag and organize their personal images on mobile devices. However, most work attempt to learn the association between tags and photos, while the user preferences are ignored in the recommendation. Users have personal preferences
for photos, which can be observed by the following two aspects.
First, users favor different types of photos. For instance, some
prefer the ‘architectures’ photos, while others are in favor of the
‘natural landscape’ ones. Second, different users have different
favorite tags. In other words, if very similar photos would be
tagged by two users, different tags may be produced, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). Consequently, personalized tag recommendation
1In this work, geo-location refers to the city in which each photo was taken.
It can be derived according to its longitude and latitude by Flickr API.
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can provide more appropriate recommendation results by taking
user’s profile into account.
On the other hand, users are used to spend considerable effort
to organize their photo albums geographically by describing
photos with tags related to locations where they were taken [8],
[9], [10]. Hence, the geographical information of photos should
be explored in tag recommendation [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16]. Besides, some location specific tags (e.g., Eiffel Tower
and Forbidden City) and location related tags (e.g., Paris and
Beijing) are helpful to disambiguate some visually similar
images. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the two visually similar photos
are possibly assigned to the same tags without considering the
geographic information even if they are taken by the same user.
Therefore, investigating the geo-location preference towards
tags from this huge amount of context multimedia data can
provide us useful information to recommend the most relevant
tags to a given photo.
To address the above issues, we seek to develop a framework of personalized tag recommendation by jointly exploring
the tagging resources and the geo-location information in social web context. We propose a subspace learning method to
individually mine user preference from her tagging history and
analyze geo-location preference towards tags based on the location related tagging resources. During the individual subspace
learning process, given the tagging photos specific to a user
(or a geo-location), we propose to uncover a common structure
to link the visual and textual domains, i.e., a unified subspace
shared by the both domains, in which visual features and textual representations of photos are comparable. Considering the
visual feature is a much lower level representation on semantics
than the textual information, we first map the visual features into
an intermediate space, which is required to be structure consistent with the textual space. The introduction of the intermediate
space for visual domain is to alleviate the semantic gap between
the visual and textual domains. Then we attempt to learn a unified space mapping from the intermediate space and the textual
space respectively, in which both the visual- and semantic- geometric structures should also be maintained. We integrate the
above learning problems about the intermediate space and the
unified space together into a united formulation, and propose
an effective optimization algorithm followed with its convergence proof. With the learning outputs, we can map an untagged
photo given a user (a geo-location) into the unified space corresponding to the user (the location), and use the nearest neighbor
search to obtain some user-preferred tags and geo-location-preference tags individually. We further combine the obtained tags
and the visual appearance of the photo to discover the semantically and visually related images, and explore the idea of annotation-by-search to rank tags for the untagged photo. Finally,
the top ranked tags are recommended to the user. Experiments
on a large-scale data set collected from Flickr demonstrate the
outperformance of the proposed solution.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.
• To the best of our knowledge, it is the first research work
to jointly explore the user preference and the geographic
preference towards tags for tag recommendation.
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• We propose to learn a unified space shared by the visual
and textual domains, in which the relevant tags to an
untagged photos can be easily obtained by the nearest
neighbor search.
• An intermediate space between the visual space and the
learned unified space is introduced to be analogous to the
textual space with semantic structure, and this can alleviate
the semantic gap between the visual and textual domains
to some extents.
• The learning problems for the intermediate space and the
unified space are formulated into a united form, and an
iterative optimizing solution and its convergence proof are
also provided.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next
section, we review the related work about tag recommendation.
The outline of our solution is introduced in Section III. The proposed methodology for learning user preference and geo-location preference towards tags is elaborated in Section IV, and
Section V introduces how to suggest tags to new photos based
on the learned results. Our experimental settings and result analysis are introduced in Section VI. Finally, conclusions with future work are drawn in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Generic Tag Recommendation. Generic tag recommendation methods [5], [17], [3], [18], [19], [6], [20] are to predict the
same list of tags for the same photo, i.e., it is independent of
the user factor. Chen et al. [5] proposed an automatic tag recommendation approach that directly predicts the possible tags
with models learned from training data. Shen et al. [3] proposed a multi-task structured SVM algorithm to leverage both
the inter-object correlations and the loosely-tagged images. Images are annotated purely based on image visual content [21].
For an image, it first finds its top- neighboring images from the
community image set and then selects the most frequent tags in
the neighbor set as the annotated results. In [6], two approaches,
based on Poisson Mixture Models and Gaussian process respectively, are proposed to make effective and efficient tag recommendations. In [7], tag concepts derived based on tag co-occurrence pairs are indexed as textual documents. The candidate tags
associated with the matching concepts, which are retrieved with
the query of user-given tags of an image, are recommended.
There are some work focusing on tagging images by exploiting
geo-tags [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. A typical approach as introduced by Moxley et al. [11] and Kleban et al. [12] is to annotate
a given image by constrained nearest neighbor ( -NN) voting,
where the visual neighbors are retrieved from the geo region of
the given image. The fundamental idea in [13] is to learn tag semantics, i.e., categorize tags as places, landmarks, and visual descriptors, in order to post-filter tag the results of tag suggestion.
Silva et al. [14] annotated georeferenced photos with descriptive tags by exploring the redundancy over the large volume of
annotations available at online repositories with other georeferenced photos. Geo context is fused with visual concept detection in a concept-dependent manner to improve visual search in
[15]. However, the above methods ignore the user preference
and suggest same tags to visually similar photos of different
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Fig. 2. The framework of the proposed personalized tag recommendation algorithm. The square and triangle denote photo and tag, respectively. The circle is
corresponding to a new photo. The selected related tags are with red boundary.

users. Different from them, we propose a learning algorithm to
effectively uncover user preference form her tagging history.
Personalized Tag Recommendation. Personalized tag
recommendation has attracted significant attention recently. In
[22], tag recommendation is obtained using both a Naive Bayes
classifier on user tagging history and TF-IDF based global
information. In [8], tag co-occurrence for photos is calculated
using tags appearing both in the tagging history of a user and in
Flickr website, and used to generate recommended tags. Web
browsing behavior of a user is exploited to suggest the tags not
only to be added to but also to be deleted from the original tags
of a photo in Flickr [23]. In [24], image tag recommendation is
formulated as a maximum a posteriori problem using a visual
folksonomy. With the assumption that favorite images and
their associated tags indicate the visual and topical interests of
a user, personalized favorite images and their context are used
to perform personalized image tag recommendation [25]. A
simple personalized image annotation method is designed in
[26], which simply annotates an untagged images with the most
frequent tags in the user tagging history. Tensor decomposition
models have been exploited for tag recommendation [27], [28],
[29], [30], [31], [32]. Rendle et al. [29] propose a special case
of the tucker decomposition model, pairwise interaction model,
to predict the tag sets. MusicBox [30] tags music based on
social tags by capturing the three-way correlations between
users-tags-music items using three-order tensors. The low order
tensor decomposition is proposed in [31], which include 0-th,
1-st, 2-nd order polynomials to reconstruct the data. In [32],
a tensor factorization and tag clustering model is proposed to
recommend items in social tagging systems, which can handle
the problems of sparsity, cold start and learning problem for
tag relevance. A personalized method using cross-entropy is
proposed to annotate images [33], which personalizes a generic
annotation model by learning from a user’s tagging history.
However, the above methods only focus on photos, users and

tags but ignore the geographical information of photos. Some
other personalized tag recommendation methods generate
candidate tags by exploiting geo-tags [16]. In [16], new photos
are tagged using users’ own vocabularies by accumulating
votes from the candidate images, which are selected in term
of three factors: visual features, geographical coordinates and
image taken time. Different from the above work, we propose a
subspace learning approach to individually uncover user preference by exploiting user’s tagging history and geo-location
preference by exploiting the geographic information of photos,
and then jointly explore the learned subspaces assisted with the
search scheme to recommend user preferred tags to a photo.
III. OVERVIEW OF OUR SOLUTION
This work focuses on how to ease personalized photo tagging
process by exploiting the community-contributed multimedia
data with rich contextual information. The proposed framework
is illustrated in Fig. 2, which contains two primary parts: the
offline and online processes.
The offline process is made up of three subdivisions: data
collection, user preference learning and geo-location preference
learning. For data collection, we collect a vast amount of photos
with their tags, taggers, geo-locations and some relevant text
information from Flickr. With the collected resources, we organize the photos according to different taggers (i.e., users) and
geo-locations individually. Given a collection corresponding to
a user (or a geo-location), we propose a new subspace learning
approach to uncover the user’s preference (or the geo-location’s
preference) towards tags. Our goal is to find a unified space for
the both visual and textual domains, in which the visual features and the tagging information are comparable, i.e., the correlations between the both heterogeneous representations can be
directly constructed. The details about the proposed approach
and its optimization will be presented in Section IV.
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In the online module (discussed in Section V), given a new
photo with a specific user and a specific geo-location, we first
find its top-ranked neighboring tags in the user-specific unified
space and the geo-specific unified space individually, and combine the both sets of neighboring tags to generate the initial tags,
by which semantically relevant photos are chosen from the community-contributed photo set. And then visually similar photos
are found by implementing content-based photo retrieval from
these semantically relevant photos. Finally, the most frequent
tags in the semantically and visually related photos are recommended to the user.
IV. DISCOVERING INTERMEDIATE SPACE AND UNIFIED SPACE
In this section, we first present our motivation for user preference and geo-location preference learning in Section IV-A. The
proposed algorithm is formulated in Section IV-B, followed by
its optimization and convergence analysis in Section IV-C. Finally, we introduce how to represent tags in the learned unified
space in Section IV-D
A. Motivation
We address the personalized tag recommendation task with
the help of overwhelming community-contributed information,
such as user tag and geo-location. The heart is how to learn
the latent correlation between visual features and tags for each
user (or geo-location). However, there exists the well-known
semantic gap making it challenging. Fortunately, the community-contributed photos are associated with rich text information, which can reduce this gap. The content of the text and the
photos are highly correlated [34]. However, the text space and
visual space have inherently different structures. To address this
problem, it is crucial and necessary to discover a common structure to link them. On the other hand, the visual representation
and the text representation of a photo should be consistent, i.e.,
corresponding representations should be same in the common
structure. This naturally motivates an approach to discover a
latent unified space, in which the corresponding text features
and visual features of the same photo are identical. This can be
achieved by two transformations from text features and visual
feature respectively to a unified space. However, compared with
the tag information, visual feature is a much lower level representation on semantics. To reduce the semantic gap, we adopt
a progressive way (as shown in Fig. 3) to first map the visual
features into an intermediate space, which is analogous to the
tag space, and then perform the transform from the intermediate
one to the unified space. By the proposed progressive learning
manner, a better latent space is learned, which is validated by
our experiments in Section VI-F.
B. Problem Formulation
For the ease of exposition, we first introduce the notations
used throughout this work. Let be a user for whom we aim
to suggest tags and be a geo-location. Our goal is to discover latent spaces of user and geo-location individually.
In the following, we derive the unified space of user in detail, while the unified space of geo-location can be easily obtained in the same manner. Let
be a

Fig. 3. The illustration of the proposed subspace learning algorithm. The
dashed line represents the analogous relationship between these two spaces.

set of photos user has already tagged and
is a set of
untagged photos to which we want to recommend tags. Here
is the visual feature of the -th photo. is the dimension of visual feature space. We use to denote a word in the
text space and
for a large vocabulary.
is the text representation mais used to reptrix of photos tagged by user , where
resent the relevance between tag
and photo
assigned by
user . We use the binary scheme to define
in our experiwhen photo
is tagged with
and
ments, i.e.,
otherwise. Motivated by the above idea, the unified
space of user is discovered based on three linear transforma,
and
as
tion matrices
illustrated in Fig. 3. Here and are the dimensions of the intermediate space and unified space respectively. For brevity, we
use , , , and to denote
,
,
,
and
respectively from here on.
With transformation matrices
and , we can easily
obtain the latent representations
and
of the original visual
features in the intermediate space and the unified space,
respectively.
(1)
(2)
Similarly, the latent representations
of the original text features are obtained by
(3)
In the following, we first introduce our optimization problem
without setting any canonical form for the loss functions.
The specific forms will be explained with the proposed optimization algorithm in Section IV-C. To derive the effective
transformation matrices, the unified space is expected to connect the visual structure and text structure. For this purpose, we
require that
(4)
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The above equation is over-determined and usually there is no
exact solutions [35]. Therefore, we employ a cost function as
a measure of disagreement between them
(5)
We also expect that the intermediate space is analogous to the
text space with semantic structure. To this end, we design another cost function to measure the semantic difference between the structures of the intermediate space
and the text
as follows.
space
(6)
Considering the above two aspects simultaneously, we have
the following optimization problem to learn the transformation
matrices.
(7)

Here and are nonnegative trade-off parameters. Our goal is
to discover the underlying unified space by predicting the three
transformation matrices. It can be achieved by optimizing the
above objective function, which will be discussed in the next
subsection.
C. Optimization
We first introduce the optimization algorithm for the above
objective function and then analysis its convergence. First of all,
we make use of the least square loss function
to measure the disagreement between and . For the function
, in this work we only expect that the intermediate space has the
same local geometric structure as the text space for simplicity.
That is, the difference between and is constrained by the
Laplacian regularization:
, which is
computed in the same manner as in Eq. (8). For
,
and
we use the conventional squared norm to regularize
and the
norm to regularize
. That is,
(10)

where the third term
is the regularization term
about these three transformations, which can avoid overfitting
problem. and are the trade-off parameters, which balance
the three terms in the objective function.
Besides, the above objective function overlooks the preservation of the geometric structures in the original visual and text
spaces. Theoretically, geometric information can benefit the effective discovery of the latent space. Thereupon, it is necessary to add corresponding regularization terms in the objective
function in Eq. (7). There are many strategies to preserve the
local structure, such as LPP [36], LLE [37] and NFS embedding
[38]. For simplicity, in this work we adopt LPP to preserve the
local structures without loss of generality. Let
and
denote the similarity matrices in the original visual
and text spaces, respectively. We take to sketch the details.
To preserve the geometric structure, we hope that visually
similar photos should be located closely in the unified space.
A reasonable criterion is to minimize the following objective
function:
(8)
is engaged for normalization purwhere
pose.
is a diagonal matrix
and
is the normalized graph
denotes the trace operation. In the same
Laplacian matrix.
manner, the corresponding regularization for local semantic
geometry preservation is
. We adopt Gaussian
and
kernel similarity and cosine similarity to calculate
respectively.
Combining the objective function in Eq. (7) and the above
two regularization terms for preserving local structures, we obtain the following optimization problem.

in which

denotes the Frobenius norm and the

norm

is defined as
. The
norm
regularization is utilized to use features across all data points
with joint sparsity, i.e. each feature either has small scores or
large scores over all data points [39], [40]. It is necessary for
our task because some visual features are noisy and unhelpful.
Substituting the above expressions, the objective function of
Eq. (9) can be rewritten as

(11)
The
-norm regularization term is non-smooth and
,
and
the objective function is not convex over
simultaneously.
To optimize the proposed objective function, we employ the
gradient method to update these transformation matrices iteratively. The derivatives of with respect to , and can be
calculated as follows:

(12)
(13)
(14)
Here
is a diagonal matrix with
,2
where
is the -th row of . Based on the above analysis, we
summarize the detailed optimization algorithm in Algorithm 1.
Next, the convergence of the proposed iterative procedure will
be proved.
2In practice,
could be close to zero but not zero. Theoretically, it could
, where is very
be zeros. For this case, we can regularize

(9)

small constant.
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Algorithm 1 Transformations Discovery Algorithm
Input:
Visual Representation
Parameters , , , ,

and Text Representation
and ; The step length .

1: Calculate

;

and

2: Randomly initialize
,
matrix, and the iteration step

and
;

; Set

;

as an identity

3: repeat
4:

Update

5:

Update

:

6:

Update

:

7:

Update the diagonal matrix

:

;
;
;

Fig. 4. The convergence curve of the proposed optimization algorithm in
Algorithm 1.

as

According to the Lemmas in [39],
. Thus, we obtain
8:

;

(18)

9: until Convergence criterion satisfied

That is, we arrive at

Output:
Transformation matrices
.

(19)
,

and

With
tees that

Theorem 1: The alternate updating rules in Algorithm 1
monotonically decrease the objective function value of (11) in
each iteration.
Proof: In the iterative procedure, for , and we update one while keeping the other two fixed. In the -th step, with
and fixed, for the ease of representation let us denote

and

fixed, the gradient descent method guaran(20)

In this manner, we have
(21)
Based on the above three inequalities, we obtain

(15)
It can easily verified that we have

(16)
That is to say,

(22)
Thus,
monotonically decreases using the updating
rules in Algorithm 1 and Theorem 1 is proved.
According to Theorem 1, we can see that the iterative optimization in Algorithm 1 can converge to local optimal values
of
, and . Actually, in the proposed learning algorithm,
each matrix can be updated column by column. Therefore, the
algorithm can be parallelized. In the experiments, we observed
that the proposed optimization converges to the minimum after
about 20 iterations. Fig. 4 shows the changing values of the objective function in the convergence process. We perform our experiments on the MATLAB in a PC with 2.13 GHz CPU and
16 GB memory.
D. Tag Representation in Unified Space

(17)

Thus far, we have discovered the unified space and are able
to embed untagged photos with visual features into this space.
However, our target is to estimate the correlations between
photos and tags. Hence, we also need to obtain the representa-
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Fig. 5. The statistic of users and geo-locations. (a): The number of photos per user; (b): The number of photos per geo-location.

tion of each tag in the unified space, so as to adopt a similarity
measure to calculate the correlations directly. For a tag, we
propose to represent it with the feature reconstruction of the
photos tagged with the tag. In the reconstruction, the textual
representations of the photos are considered, because they have
more semantic relevance to tags than visual features. Thus, the
reconstructed representation of a tag
is defined as
(23)
Here,
is the indicator whether the -th photo is tagged with
the tag , and is the embedded textual representation of the
-th photo in the unified space.
V. TAG RECOMMENDATION
In this section, we will introduce how to recommend tags for
a new photo with the user and geo-location information. Using
the above proposed learning algorithm, we can learn the corresponding underlying space for each user (or geo-location) and
obtain the tag representations in the space. For each new uploaded photo
taken in geo-location by user , we first map
it into the unified spaces of its corresponding user and geo-location individually, and obtain a set of initial tags relevant to the
photo. Then we perform semantic photo retrieval and select the
semantically relevant photos from a large scale community-contributed dataset. Finally visual image retrieval is implemented
to identify the semantically and visually relevant photos, and
top ranked tags are suggested based on the voting strategy.
First, we elaborate the selection of initial tags. We adopt the
same strategy in the user-specific unified space and the geo-specific unified space, and detail the process performed in the userspecific one. With the learned transformation matrices
and
, we first embed the visual feature
of an untagged photo
into the unified space and obtain the latent feature vector
.
(24)
Then we use the embedded visual representation to calculate its
relevance to each tag, which has been embedded into the unified space as discussed in IV-D. Specially, we adopt the cosine
similarity as the relevance measure. The relevance vector of the
photo to each tag is denoted as . In the same way, we can
obtain the relevance scores of the photo to tags in terms of the

given geo-location, denoted as
photo to tags are obtained by

. The relevant scores of this
(25)

where is a non-negative parameter to weight the importance
of these two terms. We set it to 0.6 in our experiments for simplicity. Top ranked tags larger than a specified threshold are
utilized to perform tag-based photo retrieval in our large scale
community-contributed photo set collected from Flickr. By this
procedure, the top semantically similar photos are selected as
the database for the next content-based photo retrieval. To perform content-based photo retrieval, we extract visual features
of all photos in advance and employ distance metric to measure the visual similarities among images. Then the top visually similar images are selected among the top semantically
similar photos (
,
in our implementation).
More efficient retrieval approach can also be applicable, such as
LSH-based indexing approach [41].
VI. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
We collect a vast amount of photos with rich context information from Flickr using Flickr API. For each photo, we downloaded this photo together with its tag, geo-location (i.e., longitude and latitude), title, description and comments. For each
tag, we also kept its tagger. We obtained 3,309,698 photos with
231,662 users and 20,806 geo-locations.3 We summarize the detailed statistical information in Fig. 5.
We want photos to be tagged by at least one tag because
photos without any tag are not helpful for our task. We preserve
the tags assigned to no less than 100 photos and the photos with
at least one tag. Consequently, we obtain a dataset
with the
remaining about 2.7 M photos and a vocabulary with 15,554
unique tags. To learn and evaluate our approach, we select the
users tagging no less than 300 photos and the geo-locations with
more than 100 photos. As a result, 559 users and 1,351 geo-locations are chosen. The used dataset is summarized in Table I.
To illustrate our motivation, we analyze characteristics of tags
3We first derived the longitude and latitude of each photo and then identified
the corresponding place name from Flickr using Flickr API. In this work, the
city-level place names are extracted. That is, we obtained 20,806 cities finally.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of tag preference of users and geo-locations. We randomly select 5 users (geo-locations) and show the frequencies of top 25 frequently used
tags for each user and geo-location.

is an indicator function equaling 1 if the tag at
where
rank is tagged by the corresponding user, and zero otherwise.
For the above measures, we report the corresponding values averaged over all test photos for each user and then averaged over
all users in our experiments.

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF OUR DATASET

used by each user (or geo-location), as shown in Fig. 6(a) and
(b). It is observed that tag-preferences of users (geo-locations)
are different, which verifies the motivation of this work.
For each user , we divide her photos into two distinct subsets denoted as
and
, which are used for training
and evaluation, respectively. In our experiments, 100 photos are
chosen to compose
, and the rest photos are included in
. Note that each test photo is treated as untagged and its
original tags are merely used as the ground-truths for evaluation.
For each geo-location , the photos relevant the geo-location,
except the ones within
, constitute the training dataset
. Besides, the dataset
is used as our
community-contributed photo set for photo retrieval. To represent the visual content of photos, we construct 1,000-demensional bag-of-visual-words representation by extracting local
features from photos using SIFT descriptor [42]. In the text
space, photos are represented by binary vectors over tags.
B. Evaluation Measures
For each photo, we remain the top tags ( is from 1 to 10)
as the recommendation result and evaluate its performance with
Recall ( ), Precision ( ) and
, which are defined as
(26)
(27)
(28)
is the number of tags assigned by its tagger in the
Here,
groundtruth, and
is the number of correct tags in the
tags suggested by recommendation algorithm. Besides, we use
Average Precision (
) to evaluate the tag ranking performance.
It corresponds to the average of the precision at each position
where an accurate tag appears. Let
measure the percentage
of accurate tags within the top positions of the ranking. We have
(29)

C. Parameter Setting
There are some parameters to be set in advance. For our
learning algorithm, we set
and
for
simplicity. The trade-off parameters , and in our proposed method are tuned in the range
by
cross validation, and we set
,
and
.
For the dimensions of the intermediate space and the unified
space, we set
and
to leverage the performance and the cost. We will discuss the parameter sensitivity
in the following.
D. Compared Methods
To prove the effectiveness of our work, we compared it with
state-of-the-art models, including generic tag recommendation
and personalized tag recommendation. The details of the compared schemes are listed as follows.
• Community Preference (CP): It is to suggest the most
frequent tags within the community set.
• Visual [21]: It chooses relevant tags purely based on visual content of photos. Top visual similar photos from
the community image set are first obtained and then the
most frequent tags in the similar set are used as the recommendation result.
• Geo Visual [12]: It first identifies a correct geo-tag using
the visual content of a new photo and user feedback. Then,
it collects images with the same geo-tag and selects tags
from the collected images using kNN density estimation
based on visual features.
• Personal Preference (PP) [26]: Given a new image uploaded by a user , it simply recommends the most frequent tags used by the user in the past, i.e., suggests the
most frequent tags in
.
• GTV [16]: It recommends tags to users by accumulating
votes from the candidate images including visually similar
images, images captured in the same geographical coordinates or in the same period of time, which are selected from
their history images.
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Fig. 7. The sensitiveness of the trade-off parameters: (a) ; (b)

• Tensor [31]: It adopts a low-order tensor decomposition
approach to model the user-image-tag correlation data, and
predicts relevant tags of an image for a specific user.
• CEPIA [33]: It predicts personalized tags by learning
from user tagging history based on a cross-entropy based
learning algorithm.
• UIU: Our proposed method only using user tagging information, corresponding to the case of
in Eq. (25)
• GIU: Our proposed method only using geographic information, corresponding to the case of
in Eq. (25).
• UGU: Our proposed method without importing the intermediate space, i.e., directly mapping visual features into
the unified space using one transformation matrix.
• IU-G: Our proposed method only to learn the geo-specific intermediate space and unified space, but the corresponding uniform ones for all users.
• IU-U: Our proposed method only to learn the user-specific intermediate space and unified space, but the corresponding uniform ones for all geo-locations.
• UGIU: Our proposed algorithm considering user tagging
history and geographic information with the intermediate
space and the unified space mining.
E. Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
There are some parameters involved in the proposed learning
model, i.e., three trade-off parameters , and , and the dimensions of the intermediate space and the unified space. Now
we discuss their influence on the performance.
First, we discuss the sensitivity analysis of the trade-off parameters , and . We tune these three parameters in the
range of
. The corresponding results in terms of
are illustrated in Fig. 7. By
examining these results, we have the following observations:
(1) The parameter has the most remarkable impact on the performance. When is very small (less than 0.01) or very large
(more than 10), the performance in term of
decreases
dramatically. It demonstrates that the introduced intermediate
space is not only necessary but also supposed to reflect the semantic information, which is coincident with our intuition. (2) It
is necessary to preserve the local semantic structure and the

and .

local visual structure for the unified subspace learning. When
or
, i.e., we do not consider the local structure
preservation, the results of tag recommendation become worse.
(3) The semantic structure preservation is important than the visual structure preservation in the unified subspace learning procedure since the performance has less change with varying the
value of than that of .
The dimensions of the intermediate space and the unified
space are two important parameters, which affect the user preference and geo-location preference learning. We conduct experiments to test their effects on the performance of tag recommendation and present results in terms of
in Fig. 8(a) and (b),
respectively. We can see that the performance varies with different values of the dimension of the unified space and the
dimension of the intermediate space. The performance is improved by increasing and to some extent and arrive relatively
stable
values when
and
, respectively. Considering high dimension corresponds to an expensive computing
cost, we set
and
to leverage the performance
and the cost.
F. Experimental Analysis
We conduct extensive experiments to compare UGUI with
the above algorithms in Section VI-D. For the sake of clarity, we
only present results of CP, Visual, PP, CEPIA, Tensor and UGIU
in terms of
,
and
in Fig. 9(a), (b) and (c), respectively. To compare the variations of our proposed methods,
we present results in terms of
in Table II. The performance comparison on averaged APs is
shown in Fig. 10. From these results, we can draw the following
observations.
First, compared to generic models (i.e., CP, Visual and GeoVisual), personalized models prevalently achieve better results,
which is consistent with the observations made by [26], [33].
The simple PP model gains a relative improvement over CP,
which reveals that the user tagging history is helpful to personalized tag recommendation. It can be also demonstrated by the
comparison of GTV vs. GeoVisual, UGIU vs. IU-G, and UGIU
vs. GIU. Besides, visual content cannot be ignored, which is
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Fig. 8. Impact of parameters: (a) the dimension
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of the unified space and (b) the dimension

Fig. 9. Performance comparisons in terms of (a)

, (b)

and (c)

with

of the intermediate space.

.

Fig. 10. Performance comparison about Averaged AP.

observed from the better performance of Visual by considering
visual content compared with CP.
Second, to demonstrate the necessity of exploiting geographic information and learning geo-location penchant
towards tags, we conduct the comparisons of GeoVisual vs.
Visual, UIU vs. IU-U, and IU-U vs. UGIU. First, GeoVisual
gains the better performance than the Visual model by additionally considering geo-context. Similarly, IU-U has the
better result in terms of
than UIU. This reveals that the
geographic information can provide helpful cues for tag recommendation. Second, from the comparison between IU-U and
UGIU, the better results are obtained by UGIU. Thus, we can
claim that the geo-location preference is useful to filter tags for
recommendation.

Third, by introducing an intermediate space, UGIU considerably surpasses UGU. This is consistent with our earlier presentations that a better latent space can be learned by the proposed
progressive manner. The visual features is a much lower level
representation on semantics and the gap between the visual features and the semantic concepts is too large. It is not suitable
to directly map the visual features into the underlying unified
space. By introducing an intermediate space which is analogous
to the tag space, the semantic gap is bridged progressively and
a better latent space is learned.
Finally, our proposed UGIU achieves the best performance
among all the compared method, specially the personalized
models. Compared to the three personalize algorithms GTV,
Tensor and CEPIA, UGIU obtains 14%, 12% and 7% gains
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN TERMS OF

TABLE III
THE VARIANCE ANALYSIS IN TERMS OF

in terms of
respectively. It is noted that GTV and the
proposed method UGIU both consider the user history and
geographical information. However, UGIU is significantly
better than GTV, which demonstrates the superiority of the
proposed learning algorithm.
From the above experimental results, we can see that the improvement of the proposed method over the compared methods
becomes narrow when
. Thus, to demonstrate the significance of the improvement, we perform the statistical analysis of
the variance of GeoVisual, GTV, CEPIA, Tensor and UGIU in
terms of
(
), and present the results in Table III. It
is clearly observed that the proposed method UGIU statistically
outperforms the compared methods.
To present visualized comparisons, we also illustrate some
recommended results by UGIU, IU-U and IU-G in shown
Fig. 11. From these examples, we can see that UGIU enables
to suggest accurate tags that coincide with the user assigned
tags (i.e., the ground-truth). Compared with IU-U, UGIU
can recommend more tags that are associated with specific
geo-locations and related with photo content, which reveals
the validity of exploiting geo-location preference. On the
other hand, compared with IU-G, UGIU can generate tags that
closely meet tag-preference of specific users. In a word, these
examples demonstrate that it is necessary and rational to mine
user preference and geo-location preference.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose to mine the personalized tags
for new updated photos using users’ tagging histories and
geographic information. We propose a new subspace learning
algorithm to individually discover the user preference and the

Fig. 11. Examples of tag recommendation results by different methods.

geo-location preference towards tags. In the proposed method,
the visual features and text features of photos are mapped into
a unified space by three transformation matrices: two for visual
features and one for text features. To bridge the semantic gap,
we propose to first map visual features into an intermediate
space having the consistent semantic structure with the text
space. For an untagged photo, we first map it into the unified
spaces in terms of the user and geographic information to find
relevant tags, and then perform semantic and visual photo
retrieval to find relevant photos. Finally, the most frequent
tags in the relevant photos are suggested to users. Extensive
experiments have been conducted to validate the effectiveness
of our personalized tag recommendation method.

LIU et al.: PERSONALIZED GEO-SPECIFIC TAG RECOMMENDATION FOR PHOTOS ON SOCIAL WEBSITES

With the learned user preference and geo-specific preference
to tags or semantic concepts, we can develop some verticalized social applications, such as personalized product recommendation, geo-location based traveling suggestion, personalized geo-specific news report, and so on. Besides, how to investigate the joint or partially joint connections among user, geo-location, social tags, and photos to enhance the latent subspace
learning performance, is also a potential research topic.
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